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The IceCube Collaboration has recently reported the observation of a flux of high-energy as-
trophysical neutrinos. The angular distribution of events is consistent with an isotropic arrival
direction of neutrinos which is expected for an extragalactic origin. We estimate the prospects
of detecting individual neutrino sources from a quasi-diffuse superposition of many extragalactic
sources at the level of the IceCube observation. Our analysis takes into account ensemble variations
of the source distribution as well as the event statistics of individual sources. We show that IceCube
in its present configuration is sensitive to rare . 10−8 Mpc−3 yr−1 transient source classes within 5
years of operation via the observation of multiplets. Identification of time-independent sources is
more challenging due to larger backgrounds. We estimate that during the same period IceCube is
sensitive to sparse sources with densities of . 10−6 Mpc−3 via association of events with the closest
100 sources of an ensemble. We show that a next-generation neutrino observatory with 5 times the
effective area of IceCube and otherwise similar detector performance would increase the sensitivity
to source densities and rates by about two orders of magnitude.
PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa,95.55.Vj
I. INTRODUCTION
The high-energy cosmic ray, γ-ray and neutrino emis-
sion of the Universe are fascinating phenomena based
on poorly understood non-thermal processes in astro-
physical environments. Whereas high-energy γ-rays can
be produced via leptonic processes like inverse Compton
scattering or bremsstrahlung, the production of neutri-
nos require interactions of high energy cosmic rays with
radiation or matter. Hence, cosmic neutrinos are the un-
ambiguous tracers of cosmic ray interactions in our Uni-
verse and neutrino astronomy promises to unravel their
sources.
High energy astrophysical neutrinos become visible in
neutrino observatories once they interact in the detec-
tor vicinity via charged and neutral current interactions.
The high energy secondary particles produced in these
interactions are detected in transparent media like water
or ice via Cherenkov light emission. The cross sections
of these processes are very low. For instance, at PeV en-
ergies the neutrino interacts with nucleons with a cross
section of about 1 nbarn. Hence, for a detector density of
the order of NA cm
−3, we expect only a fraction of about
10−5 to interact in 1 km of the medium. These low event
rates and the large background from atmospheric cos-
mic ray interactions are the experimental challenges for
neutrino astronomy.
The IceCube Collaboration [1, 2] has recently reported
the detection of a cosmic flux of high energy neutrinos
with a significance of 5.7σ. The flux is consistent with
an E−γ power spectrum with spectral index γ ' 2.3 ±
0.3 and equal distribution between flavor and isotropic
arrival direction of neutrinos. The best fit E−2-flux is
given as
E2νJ
IC
ν (Eν) ' (0.95± 0.3)× 10−8
GeV
cm2 s sr
(1)
The origin of these neutrinos is unknown. A statistically
weak cluster of events near the Galactic Centre has moti-
vated speculations about a Galactic origin of the signal.
These scenarios include the diffuse neutrino emission of
Galactic CRs [3, 4], the joint emission of Galactic Pe-
Vatrons [5, 6] or extended Galactic structures like the
Fermi Bubbles [3, 7, 8] or the Galactic Halo [9]. A pos-
sible association with the sub-TeV diffuse Galactic γ-ray
emission [10] and constraints from the non-observation
from diffuse Galactic PeV γ-rays [3, 11] have also been
mentioned. More radical suggestions include PeV dark
matter decay scenarios [12–14]. The extension of the
events to large Galactic latitudes and the absence of sig-
nificant event clusters suggest that a significant contribu-
tion of the signal originates in extragalactic sources. Pos-
sible source candidates include galaxies with intense star-
formation [15–17], cores of active galactic nuclei [18, 19],
low-power γ-ray bursts [20, 21], intergalactic shocks and
active galaxies embedded in structured regions [16, 22].
The search for transient and continuous neutrino
sources has so far been unsuccessful providing upper neu-
trino flux limits on individual Galactic and extragalactic
source candidates [23–28]. If the IceCube observation is a
superposition of individual (possibly extended) sources,
in contrast to a truely diffuse emission, these searches
should eventually uncover individual sources or at least
place upper limits on possible source candidates. How-
ever, it is important to keep in mind that the interac-
tion rate of a neutrino is so low that it travels basically
unattenuated through the tenuous matter and radiation
backgrounds of the Universe over cosmic distances. The
un-resolved extragalactic (or quasi-diffuse) flux is hence
a superposition of many sources ranging from relatively
recent and local objects to old and distant sources as far
as the Hubble horizon. This makes the identification of
individual point-sources contributing to the IceCube flux
challenging.
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2In this paper we investigate the necessary performance
of a neutrino observatory for the detection of neutrino
point-sources in the form of event clusters and in associ-
ation with close-by sources or source catalogues. We will
start in Section II with a derivation of the contribution
of individual neutrino sources to a quasi-diffuse flux. In
Section III we derive simple estimates of the required
event numbers and rates of the quasi-diffuse emission
for the identification of sources assuming a spatially ho-
mogeneous local distribution. For continuously emitting
neutrino sources an important aspect of the analysis is
the background of atmospheric neutrinos and the quasi-
diffuse neutrino signal itself. In Section IV we include
these contributions quantitatively via a significance tests
introducing simple test statistics for event clusters and
source associations. We compare these results with spe-
cific source scenarios in Section V and conclude in Sec-
tion VI. In the following we work in Heaviside-Lorentz
units and make use of the abbreviation Ax = A/(10
xu),
where u is the (canonical) unit of the quantity A.
II. NEUTRINO POINT-SOURCES
High-energy neutrinos are produced by the decay of
charged pions from hadronic interactions of CRs with
radiation (pγ) and matter (pp). The same mechanism
produces also high-energy γ-rays from the formation of
neutral pions. On production, the emission rates of neu-
trinos (summed over neutrinos and anti-neutrinos with
flavor να) and γ-rays are related to the emission rate of
CR nucleons (N) as
1
3
∑
α
EνQνα '
Kpi
2
EγQγ ' fpi
κ
Kpi
1 +Kpi
ENQN , (2)
where the (average) energies are related as Eν ' Eγ/2 '
EN/20. We will assume in the following that energy
losses of the charged pions and muons prior to their decay
are unimportant. In this case the relation (2) has to be
considered as lower bound on the total CR energy of the
sources. The parameter Kpi ' 1 (Kpi ' 2) denotes the
average ratio between charged and neutral pions in pγ
(pp) interactions and the pion production efficiency, that
is related to the optical depth τ for hadronic interactions
with inelasticity κ as fpi ' 1− exp(−κτ).
The IceCube flux between 60 TeV to 2 PeV corre-
sponds to γ-rays between 100 TeV and 4 PeV or CR
nucleons between 1 PeV and 40 PeV. Cosmic rays at
these energies are deflected in cosmic magnetic fields and
can only be used for point-source associations at very
high energies. For instance, ultra-high energy (UHE) CR
protons beyond 60 EeV are expected to originate within
about 200 Mpc due to the strong absorption in the cosmic
microwave background (CMB). Even at these extreme
energies the deflection via turbulent Galactic magnetic
field can be of the order of 0.5◦ [29]. The contribution of
extragalactic magnetic fields is more uncertain and can
in principle be larger [30].
Gamma-rays with PeV energies experience no electro-
magnetic deflections, but have a short absorption length
of about 10 kpc due to e+e− production via scattering
off of the photons of the CMB. At about 100 TeV inter-
actions with the extragalactic background light limit the
propagation distance to Mpc scales. Direct observation
of γ-ray emission in association with the IceCube flux is
hence not feasible, unless there is a significant Galactic
contribution [3]. However, the sub-TeV extension of the
IceCube signal (expected for a pp origin of the signal)
as well as the sub-TeV contribution of cascaded γ-rays
via inverse-Compton scattering of the high-energy e+e−
can be visible as an (extended) point-source TeV γ-ray
emission and provide an additional constraint for the con-
tribution of close-by sources [16].
Neutrinos on the other hand have negligible inter-
actions during propagation and are ideal point-source
messengers. The (quasi-)diffuse flux of neutrinos J (in
units of GeV−1s−1cm−2s−1) originating in multiple cos-
mic sources is simply given by
Jν(Eν) =
1
4pi
∞∫
0
dz
H(z)
Lν(z, (1 + z)Eν) , (3)
where H is the red-shift dependent Hubble expansion
rate and L is the spectral emission rate density. In the
case of a continuous neutrino emission we can decom-
pose this into L(z, E) = H(z)Qν(E) where H is the
source density and Qν is the emission rate per source.
In the following we will assume evolution following the
star-formation rate (SFR) [31, 32] HSFR(z) ∝ (1 + z)ni
with ni = 3.4 for z < 1, ni = −0.3 for 1 < z < 4 and
ni = −3.5 otherwise. The red-shift dependence of the
source distribution can be parametrized by the energy
dependent quantity
ξz(E) =
∞∫
0
dz
H0
H(z)
Lν(z, (1 + z)E)
Lν(0, E) . (4)
For the special case of power-law spectra Lν(E) ∝ E−γ
this quantity is energy independent and we will assume
the case γ = 2 in the following corresponding to the fit
(1). In this case we have ξz ' 2.4 assuming evolution
with SFR of the CR sources. For a source distribution
with no evolution in the local (z < 2) Universe this re-
duces to ξz ' 0.5.
From this we can estimate the contribution of an in-
dividual continuously emitting point sources. For a dis-
tance d = d110 Mpc the mean neutrino flux is given as
E2νJν '
(0.9± 0.3)× 10−12
ξz,2.4H0,−5d21
TeV
cm2 s
, (5)
where H0 = H0,−510−5Mpc−3 is the local source den-
sity. For this choice of parameters the contribution of a
3source is consistent with upper limits of neutrino point
sources in an un-binned search [26]. In the case of tran-
sient sources we write instead L(z, E) = H˙(z)dN/dE(E)
with transient rate density H˙(z) and spectrum dN/dE
of an individual flare. In this case the mean neutrino
fluence F from an individual transient can be expressed
as
E2νFν '
0.3± 0.1
ξz,2.4H˙0,−6d21
GeV
cm2
, (6)
where H˙0 = H˙0,−610−6Mpc−3yr−1 is the local flar-
ing/burst density rate. The sensitivity of IceCube for
triggered transient sources lies at about 0.1GeV/cm2 de-
pending on zenith angle and emission time scale [23, 25].
The previous estimates depend on the distance of the
source. In the case of a large number of sources we can
express the probability that the closest source contributes
with an expected number of events n as
p1(n) ' 3
2
1
n
(
n(rˆ)
n
) 3
2
e−(
n(rˆ)
n )
3
2
(7)
where the distance rˆ is defined via H0rˆ3∆Ω/3 = 1,
i.e. the radius of a sphere where we expect one source
in the experimental field of view (FoV) ∆Ω. The general
probability distribution of the kth-closest source is given
in Appendix A.
In Figure 1 we show the contribution of the closest
continuous or transient source in terms of the density
of the underlying source population and as 10% quan-
tiles around the median (solid lines) according to Eq. (7)
and Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. We assume an obser-
vation time Tlive = 5 yrs for the total number of tran-
sient sources. The dotted horizontal lines show the esti-
mated sensitivity of IceCube to continuous and transient
sources for a detector live-time of five years assuming an
event rate of N˙ ∼ 50 yr−1 above a muon energy thresh-
old of 10 TeV and low background [33]. The estimated
sensitivity (90% C.L.) shown in Fig. 1 is then simply
J ' fsky4piJ ICν × 2.3/(TliveN˙) for event associations with
continuous sources and F ' fsky4piJ ICν ×2.3/N˙ for events
triggered by transient sources, where we introduced the
fractional sky coverage fsky = ∆Ω/(4pi). We will pro-
vide a more precise estimate of the detector sensitivity
including backgrounds in the following sections.
These results already indicate that the non-observation
of individual neutrino sources (and in particular the
closest one) is consistent with the hypothesis of an ex-
tragalactic origin of the recent IceCube observation (1)
for sufficiently large source densities and/or rates. On
the other hand, the identification of individual neutrino
sources with the continued observation with IceCube over
the next years will be challenging unless the source dis-
tribution is sufficiently sparse and/or rare. In the next
sections we will make this statement more quantitative
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FIG. 1: Point sources sensitivity for continuous (top) and
transient (bottom) sources. The shaded areas show the 10%
quantiles around the median expectation from the closest
sources of the ensemble. The dotted horizontal line show the
IceCube sensitivity after five years estimated for a muon en-
ergy threshold of 10 TeV (see main text).
and discuss the required event numbers and search strate-
gies for an identification of the sources with IceCube or
next-generation neutrino observatories.
III. POINT SOURCE STATISTICS
A model-independent identification of neutrino sources
can be the detection of spatial or temporal clusters with
total number of m neutrino events or more. The required
value for m needed for a significant detection depends on
the density of sources as well as the expected number of
signal and background events. The neutrino event clus-
ters will be most likely associated with local neutrino
sources and we can hence simplify the discussion by con-
sidering Euclidean space, where we neglect redshift scal-
ing of energy and comoving volume. The contribution
from a single local source at distance r ≤ H−10 can be
expressed as
n(r) ' H0
fsky4pir2ξz
×
{
N/H0 (continuous)
N˙/H˙0 (transient) (8)
In the following we will derive results in terms of the
expected number of events N or N˙ = N/T of all neutrino
sources.
4As a back-of-the-envelope estimate of the required to-
tal event numbers for the observation of event multiplets
we can consider the contribution of the closest source of
the ensemble. For a fractional sky coverage fsky and local
source densityH0 we expect one source in the FoV within
a sphere of volume V1 = 1/(fskyH0). The total number
of events that we expect from this volume is given by the
integral of Eq. (8) over V1 and yields m = N(V1/VH)
1
3 /ξz
where we introduce the Hubble volume VH = 4pi/(3H
3
0 ).
Note, that VH/V1 correspond to the effective number of
sources in the FoV. In the case of continuous sources we
arrive then at an expected total event number for m local
events of
Ncont ' 740
(m
2
)
ξz,2.4 (fskyH0,−5)
1
3 . (9)
In the case of transient sources we have to take into ac-
count that the number of sources is increasing with ob-
servation time Tlive = N/N˙ . Solving in terms of the total
observation rate N˙ we arrive at
Ntrans ' 637
(m
2
) 3
2
ξ
3
2
z,2.4
(
fskyH˙0,−6/N˙2
) 1
2
, (10)
with an event rate N˙ = 100N˙2/yr. Note, that the event
clusters in the transient case should also show a strong
temporal coincidence within the burst or flaring time-
scale of the source. This fact is important for the com-
parison with background events due to random clusters
of atmospheric neutrinos and muons.
Instead of searching for auto-correlations of events we
can also look for cross-correlations with catalogues of can-
didate sources. For simplicity, let’s assume that the cata-
logue is locally complete up to a distance rcat containing
C = fskyH0Vcat local neutrino sources in the FoV. Fol-
lowing the same line of arguments as in the case of event
clustering we can estimate that m = N(Vcat/VH)
1
3 /ξz
events are expected to correlate with sources of the cat-
alogue. Note that this expression is only valid for Vcat <
VH ; for complete catalogues we simply have N(m) = m.
For transient sources we assume that the catalogue itself
grows in time and remains complete within a distance
rcat. In this case the expected total number of events for
m associations with sources of the catalogue is
Nass ' 107mξz,2.4r−1cat,2f−
1
3
sky . (11)
The result is the same for continuous and transient
sources if we assume that the catalogue grows in time
for transient sources. In the case of extended source cat-
alogues with rcat ∼ 1/H0 already a few signal events can
be sufficient for a point-source association. This requires
sources with powerful electromagnetic emission which is
typical for transient sources like GRBs or AGN flares.
A crucial aspect for a statistically significant detec-
tion of local neutrino sources are the backgrounds of dis-
tant neutrino sources as well as atmospheric showers. For
transient sources the time-stamp of the signal can lead
to a significant reduction of backgrounds. In this case
Eqs. (10) and (11) already indicate the number of events
required for source identifications. However, continuous
sources require a more careful statistical discussion. The
previous estimates suggest that the required number of
observed signal events N has to reach at least a level of
100 before we can expect to observe an association of
events with local continuous sources.
The classical muon neutrino search has a sky coverage
of about fsky . 0.5. For the following analysis we will
assume that a suitable application of low level event fil-
ters has already reduced the background to a level S/B.
The significance of spatial clustering or association of
events depends on the experimental angular resolution
∆θ. This defines the effective number of bins in the sky
as nbin ' 2fsky/(1 − cos(∆θ)). For instance, we have
nbin ' 6600 for ∆θ ' 1◦ and fsky = 0.5, but only
nbin ' 66 for ∆θ ' 10◦. The expected number of evens
from a random distribution of Nbg background events is
m ' Nbg/nbin per bin. Hence, for poorly resolved cas-
cade events with & 10◦ resolution even a low background
contribution of S/B ' 1 already produces random event
clusters and association.
In the case of transient sources with burst or flaring
time window ∆T  Tlive we can make use of the fact that
the CR background is continuous. We can account for
this by redefining the effective number of bins as nbin →
Tlive/∆Tnbin. In general, Tlive/∆T is expected to be very
large and depends on the specific source. The background
cluster probability in the transient case is expected to be
very low.
IV. SIGNIFICANCE TEST
In order to test the statistical significance of neu-
trino point-sources we introduce two simple test statis-
tics (TS), i) TS1 = max{k} for cluster tests and ii)
TS2 =
∑
Ns
ki for a source association with Ns closest
sources. If k is the experimental result and k0 a possible
background distribution we define the ensemble-averaged
p-value as
p =
∫ Ns∏
i=1
dni pPS(ni)
∑
TS(k0)≥TS(k)
P (k)P0(k0) , (12)
where pPS(n) is the probability (A1) for an individual
source out of Ns sources to contribute with an expec-
tation value n. The event probability distributions for
signal P and background P0 are products of Poisson dis-
tributions for the content of the individual bins (see Ap-
pendix A).
One advantage of these test statistics is that the
p-value reduces to simple analytic formulae in the
background-free case, which is typically the case for tran-
sient sources. In this case we simply have p(TS1) '
51 − Pcl(2) with Eq. (B6) and p(TS2) ' 1 − Pass(1) with
Eq. (B8) derived in Appendix B. In Appendix B we also
show that in the background-free case the required to-
tal signal event numbers at the significance level p = 0.1
are the same as in Eq. (9) or (10) with the replacement
m → M ' 3.57. From this we can estimate that Ice-
Cube is sensitive to multiplets of rare transient sources
H˙0 . 10−8 Mpc−3 yr−1 after five years of observation.
In the case of continuous sources the background prob-
ability is not negligible. In the following we discuss two
experimental scenarios parametrized by the angular res-
olution ∆θ, partial sky fraction of the FoV fsky and the
signal-to-background ratio S/B of the observation. In
the present IceCube 86-string configuration we expect
about 40-60 signal events per year in the Northern Hemi-
sphere above a muon energy threshold of 10 TeV, de-
pending on the spectral index of the observation [33].
The atmospheric muon neutrino background is at the
level of about 500 events per year. The angular resolu-
tion of these events at about 10 TeV is of the order of
0.6◦. We will hence use the combination a) fsky = 0.5,
S/B = 0.1 and ∆θ = 0.6◦ as a first detector performance
benchmark. At muon energies above about 100 TeV the
signal-to-background ratio in the Northern Hemisphere
increases to about S/B = 1 with an increased angular
resolution. However, due to neutrino absorptions inside
the Earth the effective FoV is reduced. In this case we
use as a second performance benchmark b) fsky = 0.25,
S/B = 1 and ∆θ = 0.3◦.
In Figure 2 we show results of the averaged p-value
for different astrophysical scenarios of continuous neu-
trino sources and detector parameters. As usual the sen-
sitivity is defined as a 90% confidence level (C.L.) of the
signal hypothesis or, equivalently, p = 0.1. The upper
panel of Fig. 2 shows the results for TS1 for the search
of event clusters for the benchmark point a) (left panel)
and b) (right panel) . Even with high S/B and good an-
gular resolution the significance of event clusters requires
event numbers of 103 in the most favorable astrophysical
scenario of low source densities of 10−6 Mpc−3. Hence,
a model-independent identification of extragalactic neu-
trino sources is challenging even with a detector with ten
times the event rates of the present IceCube configura-
tion. Note that the oscillatory pattern in the p-values
is due to the averaging over ensembles and experimen-
tal realizations. For an actual realization with maximum
multiplet kmax the p-value is simply p = 1 − Pbg(kmax)
which is continuously decreasing with N .
The situation for continuous sources improves in the
case of associations of neutrino events with candidate
source catalogues tested by the test statistic TS2. We
show results in the bottom panels of Fig. 2 for the bench-
mark points a) (left panel) and b) (right panel), respec-
tively. The dashed lines show the results of association
with the closest source of the ensemble following the dis-
tribution (7). The detector performance used in the mid-
dle panel corresponds to the case shown in Fig. 1. For
instance, the optimistic source density of 10−6 Mpc−3
requires 1000 event for p = 0.1. With a present IceCube
rate of 50 signal events per year this requires an exper-
imental live-time of Tlive ' 20 yrs, consistent with the
sensitivity level indicated in Fig. 1. This provides an a
posteriori justification of the background-free estimate.
The solid lines in the lower panels of Fig. 2 show the
results of TS2 in the case of an association of events with
the 100 closest sources. In the case of the detector per-
formance b) with a high purity of events of S/B ' 1 and
good angular resolution the observation of 50–500 events
is required for source densities of 10−6–10−4 Mpc−3 and
a moderate source evolution following the star-formation
rate (ξz ' 2.4). For a detector with N˙ ' 50 yr−1 corre-
sponding to five times IceCube’s event rates above muon
energies of 100 TeV this would require 1–10 years of ob-
servation.
V. SOURCE CANDIDATES
For a given source density H or rate density H˙ of neu-
trino sources we can derive a lower limit on the energy
budget of the individual sources. The neutrino emis-
sion extends in the energy range from 60 TeV to 2PeV
and hence, conservatively, the corresponding range of
the underlying CR population ranges from E− ' mp
to E+ ' 40 PeV. The mean integrated emission rate of
continuous point sources can then be estimated as
E+∫
E−
dEEQN ' 8.9× 1042 R17.5
fpiξz,2.4H0,−5
erg
s
, (13)
where we assumed Kpi = 2 (pp) and an energy inde-
pendent pion fraction efficiency fpi between E− and E+.
We also assume a spectral index γ = 2 corresponding
to a bolometric correction factor R = ln(E+/E−) =
17.5R17.5. In the case of transient sources the emission
spectra dN/dE of neutrinos, γ-rays and CRs are related
via the analogue of Eq. (2). The mean emission of an
individual point source corresponding to the IceCube ob-
servation can then be estimated as
E+∫
E−
dEE
dNN
dE
' 2.8× 1051 R17.5
fpiξz,2.4H˙0,−6
erg . (14)
Note, that for UHE CR sources reaching energies of the
order of E+ ' 1012 GeV we have R ' 27.6. We will
discuss in the following specific source scenarios in terms
of the required source energy budget, density, rate and
evolution.
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FIG. 2: Results of a significance test of continuous point-sources. Top Panels: The results for the test statistic TS1 looking
for significance of event clusters in a map. The four different scenarios are parametrized in terms of an increasing expected
total number of signal events N and the fixed combination of local source density H0 and source evolution ξz. The dashed
horizontal line indicates the sensitivity threshold of 1 − p = 90%. We show results for a benchmark detector performance a)
S/B = 0.1, fsky = 0.5 and ∆θ = 0.6
◦ (left panel) and b) S/B = 1, fsky = 0.25 and ∆θ = 0.3◦ (right panel), corresponding
to muon energy thresholds of about 10 TeV and 100 TeV, respectively [33]. As a reference value, the signal rate of the full
IceCube detector in the Northern Hemisphere is about N˙ ' 50 yr−1 above muon energies of 10 TeV and N˙ ' 10 yr−1 above
100 TeV. Lower Panels: Same as top panels but now showing the results for the test statistic TS2 looking for association
with 100 closest members of the ensemble (solid line) and the closest source (dashed line).
1. Active Galactic Nuclei
The population of hard x-ray emitting AGN has a peak
luminosity at about 1043–1044 erg/s with a source density
ofH0 ' 10−5–10−4Mpc−3[34, 35]. If we assume that CRs
are accelerated to a comparable power we can see that the
requirements of Eq. (13) are fulfilled with high pion pro-
duction efficiencies. We assume that the neutrino lumi-
nosity is proportional to the x-ray luminosity and follow
the model of [34, 36]. In this case the red-shift evolution
factor is given by ξz ' 3.6 and H0 ' 10−5Mpc−3.
For instance, the close-by radio galaxy Cen A at dis-
tance of about 4 Mpc has presently an upper limit
for muon neutrinos that is about 40 times higher then
Eq. (5) [26]. However, note that the TeV γ-ray emission
is about 2.5× 10−13TeV−1cm−2s−1 [37], which is almost
two orders of magnitude lower than the hadronic γ-ray
emission expected from the relations (2). Another close
radio galaxy M87 at 16 Mpc has a stronger upper limit
on continuous neutrino emission that is only a factor 5
higher than the prediction (5). The observed TeV γ-ray
emission is of the order of 6× 10−12TeV−1cm−2s−1 [38],
which is one order of magnitude lower than the estimate
(2).
In the unified AGN model the population of blazars
is a fraction of those radio-load AGNs where the jet
emission is aligned with the observation axis. For in-
stance, the isotropic equivalent density of flat-spectrum
radio quasars peaks at a jet luminosity of 1047 erg/s with
H0 ' 10−9Mpc−3 [39]. We assume the same evolution as
the underlying AGN source population giving ξz ' 3.6.
Two of the closest blazars are Mrk 421 (∼130 Mpc) and
Mrk 501 (∼140 Mpc). In this case the neutrino upper
limits are one order of magnitude stronger than the av-
erage emission predicted by Eq. (5) and disfavor a blazar
origin of the IceCube observation.
Giant AGN flares with an energy release of the or-
der of 1051 erg have been speculated as a possible source
of UHE CRs [40]. Their event rate is estimated to be
7of the order of H˙0 ' 10−6 Mpc−3yr−1 consistent with
Eq. (14) for high pion production efficiencies. Note that
the present IceCube configuration would only be sensitive
to these flares via triggering on known close-by sources.
On the other hand a detector with five times the effec-
tive area would be sensitive to this source class model-
independently via a significant spatial and temporal clus-
tering of events.
2. Starburst Galaxies
Starburst galaxies show a high star formation rate of
10−3MMpc−3yr−1. Assuming that CRs are accelerated
in supernova shocks with a total CR energy of 1050 erg
at a rate of about 0.1 yr−1 [41] we can estimate a total
power of 3×1041erg/s per source. The redshift evolution
of starburst galaxies follows the average SFR at high red-
shift (z & 1). However, the local contributions is domi-
nated by normal galaxies and starburst only contribute
at a level of 10%. We account for relative evolution of
the starburst density by a factor min(0.1 + 0.9z, 1)/0.1
suggested in Ref. [42] resulting in an evolution parameter
ξ ' 18. Hence, we can estimate the required average CR
power of starburst galaxies to match the IceCube flux as
1041/fpi erg/s and hence fpi ' 1, i.e. CR calorimetry [15].
The expected neutrino flux (5) on starburst galaxy
M82 at about 3.5 Mpc is about 40 times lower than
present upper limit [26]. The starburst NGC 253 at
about 2.5 Mpc lies in the the Southern Hemisphere and
point-source neutrino limits from IceCube are weaker.
Intriguingly, the expected photon point-source flux from
Eq. (2) is comparable to that observed in TeV γ-ray emis-
sion for M82 and NGC 253 [43, 44]. This agrees with the
result of Ref. [45] based on proton calorimetry.
Note that the large evolution factor ξz ' 18 in this sce-
nario produces a large background consisting of distant
neutrino emitters. The detection of individual neutrino
sources is hence challenging. The corresponding results
of the significance tests are shown as green lines in Fig. 2.
For all scenarios the required signal event number exceed
104.
3. Gamma-Ray Bursts
Long duration GRBs following the collapse of massive
stars occur with an (isotropic equivalent) rate density
of H˙0 ' 10−9Mpc−3 yr−1 [46] and energy of M ' 2 ×
1054 erg. Following the GRB evolution model of Ref. [46]
gives an evolution parameter of ξz ' 1.9. Again, this
is consistent with the required power (14) if the pion
production efficiency is high. However, in the case of
GRBs there are strong bounds on the neutrino emission
in coincidence with the γ-ray display [25] which are a
factor 5 lower than the observed diffuse flux (1).
It has been speculated that low-power GRBs that are
unobservable via their burst might be more efficient neu-
trino factories [21]. In this case the strong IceCube
bounds don’t apply [25]. However, even for IceCube’s
moderate signal event rates of the order of 50 yr−1 above
a muon energy threshold of 10 TeV event clusters in time
and space are expected to appear already within one year
of observation (m→M ' 3.57 for 90% C.L. of doublets
in Eq. (10)). Hence, already the present neutrino data
can constrain this scenario model-independently. The
triggered search on known GRBs is even more sensi-
tive [25].
4. UHE CR Calorimeters
The required emission rate density of UHE CR pro-
ton sources can be estimated as E2pQp(Ep) ' (1 − 2) ×
1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 [47]. If we assume that the emission
spectrum Qp extends to lower energies the corresponding
neutrino flux can be determined via Eq. (2) and can be
expressed as Neglecting a redshift dependence of fpi this
translates into an E−2 flux (Kpi = 2) of
E2νJν(Eν) ' ξz,2.4fpi(3− 6)× 10−8
GeV
cm2 s sr
, (15)
The similarity of Eqs. (1) and (15) suggests that the Ice-
Cube flux is related to the sources of UHE CRs. The
limit fpi & 1 in Eq. (15) corresponds to the Waxman-
Bahcall bound [48, 49]. Interestingly, the observation (1)
is close to this bounds requiring high pion production
efficiencies.
On the other hand, the energy loss due to pion pro-
duction during acceleration has to be sufficiently low for
UHE CR sources in order to compete with the energy
gain per acceleration cycle. A natural solution to this
fine-tuning problem occurs if the acceleration site is dis-
tinct from the CR calorimeter. Such a scenario could
be provided in starburst galaxies, where the sub-PeV
neutrino production happens during CR propagation in
the dusty starburst environment after they have been
released from transient UHE CR sources [50]. Other sce-
narios consider massive galaxy clusters with local den-
sities of the order of H0 ' 10−6–10−5Mpc−3 as CR
calorimeters [22, 51]. Note that the neutrino emission
from CR propagation in CR calorimeters is expected to
be continuous even if the sources of UHE CRs are tran-
sients, such as flaring AGNs or GRBs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have studied the probability of identi-
fying extra-galactic neutrino sources as the likely origin
8of the astrophysical neutrino flux observed by the Ice-
Cube Collaboration. We have derived the expected flux
of individual continuous and transient sources based on
the IceCube observation and depending on source density
and rate. Our analysis takes into account the ensemble
variation of the source distribution, their cosmic evolu-
tion and the Poisson statistics of weak nearby sources.
In order to account for the background of atmospheric
neutrinos and distant neutrino sources we introduced test
statistics for significance tests of event clusters and source
associations.
Our findings are as follows. A model-independent ob-
servation of neutrino event clusters from a continuously
emitting source population is challenging due to large at-
mospheric backgrounds unless the experimental angular
resolution can be improved significantly. For transient
sources these backgrounds are in general much lower due
to the correlation of signal events in space and time. We
estimate that the present IceCube detector is sensitive
to rare H˙0 . 10−8 Mpc−3 yr−1 source classes within
five years of operation. A next generation telescope
with a five times extended effective muon area would
be sensitive to multiplets from transient sources with
H˙0 . 10−6 Mpc−3 yr−1.
The sensitivity to the underlying source population can
be increased in model-dependent associations of events
with source catalogues. We estimate that the IceCube
detector is already sensitive to sparse continuous sources
with H0 . 10−6 Mpc−3 as well as transient sources at
the level of H˙0 . 10−5 Mpc−3 yr−1 via the association
of events with the 100 closest sources of the ensemble.
Again, a next-generation detector with 5 times the effec-
tive area as IceCube and otherwise identical performance
in terms of angular resolution and FoV would improve the
sensitive of these searches by about two orders of magni-
tude. A few final remarks are in order.
i) In this analysis we have only considered the scenario
that the IceCube observation has an extragalactic origin.
However, a (partial) Galactic origin of the observation
is not yet excluded on statistical grounds. The presence
of Galactic contributions will most likely emerge as a
large scale anisotropy of the signal which has not been
discussed in this work.
ii) We have expressed our results via ensemble-
averaged p-values. The shaded regions shown in Fig. 1
indicate the ±40% fluctuation around the median. This
cosmic variance of the closest source can hence increase
or decrease the prospects of detecting the closest source,
depending on the sign of the fluctuation.
iii) We assumed that the individual sources of the en-
semble can be approximated by a universal (average) lu-
minosity. It is straightforward to include a non-trivial
luminosity function or other source nuisance parameters
in the definition of the point source distribution (A1) and
related quantities.
iv) Future neutrino observatories may employ an ex-
tended surface veto for atmospheric events that would
reduce the contribution of atmospheric neutrinos [33,
52]. This can increase the signal-to-background ratio at
lower muon energy threshold and improve the detection
prospects estimated in this analysis.
v) The identification of sources via the association of
events with source catalogues is model-dependent and the
statistical results need to be corrected by trials factors.
However, complementary to the identification of individ-
ual neutrino sources the study of spectral properties of
the quasi-diffuse neutrino flux will help to narrow down
valid astrophysical scenarios and should hence limit the
number of trials.
vi) The identification of extra-galactic neutrino point-
sources from a quasi-diffuse flux has also been discussed
recently in Refs. [53, 54]. In this analysis we have care-
fully studied the effect of ensemble and statistical vari-
ations and accounted for backgrounds via a significance
test. This makes our estimates more robust and less op-
timistic than Refs. [53, 54].
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Appendix A: Source Distribution
The probability distribution of single source within r <
R is p(r) = 3r2/R3. We can express this in terms of
the expected events from a point-source using dn/dr =
−2n/r as
pPS(n, n(R)) = Θ(n− n(R))3
2
1
n
(
n(R)
n
)3/2
, (A1)
with n(R) defined by Eq. (8). The expected event dis-
tribution for the kth-closest of the Ns sources of the en-
semble is given by
pk(n) = Θ(n− n(R)) Ns!
(k − 1)!(Ns − k)!
× 3
2
1
n
(
n(R)
n
) 3k
2
[
1−
(
n(R)
n
) 3
2
]Ns−k
. (A2)
For Ns  k we can approximate the last term as[
1−
(
n(R)
n
) 3
2
]Ns−k
' e−Ns(n(R)n )
3
2
, (A3)
9and using (Ns − k)n(R)3/2 ' n(rˆ)3/2 we arrive at
pk(n) ' 3
2(k − 1)!
1
n
(
n(rˆ)
n
) 3k
2
e−(
n(rˆ)
n )
3
2
. (A4)
For k = 1 this agrees with Eq. (7) for the closest source.
Appendix B: Signal Probability
In general, the probability of the events k is given by
the Poisson distribution of events in the individual bins
with expected signal events λi and background λbg,
P (k) =
nbin∏
i=1
(λi + λbg)
ki
ki!
e−λbg−λi , (B1)
where
∑
i(λi + λbg) = Ntot. The total number of events
can be expressed via the expected number of all signal
events and the signal-to-background ratio S/B as Ntot =
(1 + (S/B)−1)N . The background probability is simply
P0(k) =
nbin∏
i=1
λki0
ki!
e−λ0 , (B2)
with nbinλ0 = Ntot.
In the case of the test statistics TS1/2 for event clusters
and source associations we can derive simple probabilities
in the background free case. The probability of observ-
ing less than m events from n expected events can be
expressed via incomplete Γ-functions as
m−1∑
k=0
nk
k!
e−n =
Γ(m,n)
Γ(m)
. (B3)
Hence, the probability of observing less than m events
from a single source within distance R is given as
PPS(m) =
∞∫
n(R)
dn pPS(n, n(R))
Γ(m,n)
Γ(m)
. (B4)
This can be expressed as
PPS(m) =
Γ (m,n(R))− (n(R))3/2Γ (m− 32 , n(R))
(m− 1)! .
(B5)
The probability of observing at least one cluster of m
or more neutrinos from a local source is given by the
expression Pcl = 1−PNsPS . In the limit n(R) 1 and for
m ≥ 2 this can be approximated as
Pcl ' 1− exp
(
−Γ(m−
3
2 )
3
3
2 Γ(m)
(
N
ξz
) 3
2
(
V1
VH
) 1
2
)
. (B6)
Hence, this result is independent of the auxiliary distance
R as expected. For a significance level P the required
total signal event number is the same as in Eqs. (9) or
(10) with the replacement
m→M =
(
3
3
2 Γ(m)
Γ(m− 32 )
ln
1
1− P
) 2
3
. (B7)
For the case of local source associations we can write
the probability of observing m or more events as
Pass(m) = 1−
∫
dnCpC(nC)
C−1∏
i=1
dnipPS(ni, nC)
× Γ(m,
∑C
i=1 ni)
Γ(m)
. (B8)
For large number of local sources C we can approximate
this by the average number of expected events as
Pass(m) ' 1− Γ(m,N(VC/VH)
1
3 /ξz)
Γ(m)
. (B9)
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